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Molecular Dynamics of Open Systems: Construction
of a Mean-Field Particle Reservoir

Luigi Delle Site,* Christian Krekeler, John Whittaker, Animesh Agarwal, Rupert Klein,
and Felix Höfling

The simulation of open molecular systems requires explicit or implicit
reservoirs of energy and particles. Whereas full atomistic resolution is desired
in the region of interest, there is some freedom in the implementation of the
reservoirs. Here, a combined, explicit reservoir is constructed by interfacing
the atomistic region with regions of point-like, non-interacting particles
(tracers) embedded in a thermodynamic mean field. The tracer molecules
acquire atomistic resolution upon entering the atomistic region and
equilibrate with this environment, while atomistic molecules become tracers
governed by an effective mean-field potential after crossing the atomistic
boundary. The approach is extensively tested on thermodynamic, structural,
and dynamic properties of liquid water. Conceptual and numerical advantages
of the procedure as well as new perspectives are highlighted and discussed.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have proven as a pow-
erful means of investigation of molecular systems for half a
century now.[1] The steady increase of computing resources has
brought larger system sizes and longer time scales into the
scope of direct simulations, which may soon be run in paral-
lel to experiments. Diverse application fields know about sit-
uations where the region of interest exchanges particles with
an environment, for example, droplet evaporation,[2] condensa-
tion in porous hosts,[3,4] nanoflows,[5] and chemical reactions in
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living cells[6,7] and catalysts.[8,9] Simulations
of such open systems face severe limi-
tations as they often depend on the ef-
ficient insertion of molecules into dense
environments.[10,11] In Molecular Dynam-
ics, the insertion of particles into dense sim-
ulation boxes has been achieved in various
ways: by extending the phase space with
an additional variable that controls the in-
sertion and removal of molecules,[12–16] by
an extended Hamiltonian with additional
fractional particles[17–21] or by hybrid tech-
niques where the insertion and removal of
particles in the MD simulations are per-
formed with a Monte Carlo approach.[22–24]

Similar recent efforts in the direction of
grand canonical MD and the construction

of a particle reservoir can be found in refs. [25–27]. Here, we
present a solution in which, different from the abovementioned
schemes, molecules are inserted dynamically by converting point
particles from a reservoir into molecules, building on ideas of
the Adaptive Resolution Simulation (AdResS) technique.[28–31]

The approach may also be seen as a computational magnifying
glass that allows one to model and observe at high resolution
only the region of acute interest, thereby focusing computational
resources on the essential degrees of freedom.[32] We evaluate
the concept’s usefulness exemplarily for the simulation of liq-
uid water, based on a number of thermodynamic, structural, and
dynamic properties. So far, the reservoir of point particles primar-
ily fulfills the role of a thermodynamic bath that ensures physi-
cal consistency in the high-resolution region. As a perspective,
the reservoir particles may then act as tracers coupled to hydro-
dynamic fields in a continuum model, which would enable hy-
brid multi-scale simulations.[10,11,33–35] The Adaptive Resolution
Simulation (AdResS) technique[29–31] has been developed in the
past years to fulfill the role of such a magnifying glass in molec-
ular dynamics. In AdResS, the space is divided into two large re-
gions: a high resolution (atomistic) and a low resolution (coarse-
grained) region. The interface of these regions is characterized
by a transition region where interactions, via a space-dependent
switching function, smoothly change from atomistic to coarse-
grained and vice versa. The method has been applied with suc-
cess to several challenging systems, including solvation of large
molecules[36–41] and ionic liquids[42–44] to cite a few. Recent de-
velopments of the method have shown that changing resolution
through a space-dependent function slows computational perfor-
mance and is overall not convenient for the implementation of
the algorithm or its transferability from one code to another. For
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this reason, the design of a simpler interface was proposed that
is based on an abrupt change of resolution without a switching
function and that was extensively tested and shown to be accu-
rate and efficient.[32] In parallel, Kremer and coworkers, within
the framework of AdResS utilizing a smooth switching function,
proposed to remove the two-body coarse-grained interactions in
the coarse-grained region, reducing it to a gas of non-interacting
particles.[45] In the current work, we merge both ideas, creating a
system with an abrupt interface between a region of atomistic
resolution and a thermodynamic reservoir of non-interacting
particles.
Note in this context that AdResS simulations require the ac-

tion of an additional one-body force at the interface, known as
the thermodynamic force. Together with a thermostat, it ensures
a thermodynamic equilibrium among the differently-resolved re-
gions such that thermodynamic properties as well as structural
and dynamic correlations of the atomistically resolved subdo-
main match those of a fully atomistic simulation of the entire
system. Such a force was derived from first principles of statis-
tical mechanics and thermodynamics,[46–48] and, together with
the thermostat, will be the key ingredient in the construction of
the reservoir of non-interacting particles below. The combined
role of the thermostat and the thermodynamic force is that of
creating a mean field in which the non-interacting particles are
embedded, so that density and temperature of the tracers fluc-
tuate around their equilibrium values. This requirement will be
shown, through a numerical experiment for the case of liquid wa-
ter at room conditions, to be the essential condition for a proper,
grand canonical-like exchange of particles with the atomistic re-
gion, as expected by the principles of statistical mechanics of
open systems.[28,49,50]

The original version of AdResS, illustrated in Figure 1a,
defines the coupling between different regions of resolution
through a smooth interpolation of the force between pairs of
molecules (α, β):

F αβ = w(Xα)w(Xβ )F AT
αβ + [1− w(Xα)w(Xβ )]F CG

αβ (1)

Here, F AT
αβ is the total force exerted by the atoms of

molecule β on molecule α due to atomistic interactions;
F CG

αβ = −∇UCG(Rα − Rβ ) is the coarse-grained force between
the centers of mass of both molecules, Rα and Rβ ; and the
switching function w(X) interpolates smoothly between 1 and 0
in the transition region�with X = n · R denoting the projection
of the position R on the interface normal n. The global thermo-
dynamic equilibrium across the entire simulation box is assured
by the thermostat and by the thermodynamic force F th(x). The
latter is a position-dependent force, F th(x) = (M/ρ0)∇ p(x), that
counteracts the pressure gradient between regions of different
resolution,[47] which would result from entropy differences due
to the mismatch in the number of degrees of freedom. It is cal-
culated iteratively during the equilibration run from the gradient
of the mass density ∇ρ(k)(x) in the � region at the k-th iteration
step: F (k+1)

th (x) = F (k)
th (x)− c

(
M/ρ2

0κT
)∇ρ(k)(x), where M is the

mass of a molecule, κT the isothermal compressibility, c a
constant to control the convergence rate, and ρ0 the equilibrium
density.[28,46–48] The constant c is tuned by starting from a small
value (about 0.0015, i.e., slow convergence) and after a certain
amount of iterations, stepwise increased. When variations

Figure 1. a) Set-up of the original version of AdResS: in AT, molecules
have atomistic resolution, in �, molecules have hybrid atomistic/coarse-
grained resolution, according to the switching function w(x ), and in CG
molecules have coarse-grained resolution. b) Set-up of the latest version
of AdResS: in the� region a switching function is nomore required. Atom-
istic and coarse-grained resolution molecules are directly interfaced and
the � region is large enough to allow molecules to be in equilibrium with
the environment before entering into the AT region. Atomistic molecules
interact with coarse-grained molecules and vice versa only within a cut-
off length equal to the width of the � region along the x-direction via a
coarse-grained potential acting on the center of mass of each molecule.
c) The AdResS set-up of this work. The atomistic region is directly inter-
faced with a reservoir of non-interacting point-like particles brought into
equilibrium through the action of the � region. Differently from the stan-
dard AdResS, where the thermodynamic force is calculated only in �, in
this case the thermodynamic force is calculated over the whole� ∪ TR re-
gion. We must note that, for simplicity, we depict half of our system in the
figure. In reality, the AT region is sandwiched between � and TR regions
on both sides in the x -direction. As a consequence only the tracers expe-
rience the periodic boundary condition along the x -direction, that is, the
direction along which molecules change resolution.

become larger than the convergence rate of the previous step
then it is stepwise reduced until final convergence is reached
with the criterion: max|ρ(k)(x)−ρ0|

ρ0
≤ 0.02. After F th(x) has been

determined, it remains fixed during the production runs.
In the latest variant of the method, proposed in ref. [32], the

simulation box is divided in only two regions of different res-
olution, atomistic (AT ∪ �) and coarse-grained (CG), with the
transition region � using the unchanged atomistic interactions
throughout. The coupling is achieved in a direct way (Figure 1b)
by the pair potential U� = ∑

α∈�

∑
β∈CGU

CG(Rα − Rβ ) acting
only between pairs of particles at different sides of the �/CG in-
terface. The minimum size of the � region is fixed by the cutoff
of the intermolecular (non-bonded) interaction. This implies that
molecules of the AT region do not have any direct interactionwith
the molecules of the CG region and as a consequence the corre-
sponding dynamics is determined only by atomistic interactions.
The same set up can be used for large molecules, for example,
long polymers, in which case only the non-bonded interactions
are subject to the adaptive resolution process according to the
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position of each polymer segment in the box, while intramolecu-
lar interactions remain atomistic in nature regardless of the seg-
ment’s position, see, for example, refs. [51,52]. Further, the ther-
modynamic force and the thermostat act only in the � and CG
regions, that is, the dynamics in the AT region follows the un-
tweaked atomistic Hamiltonian. In �, the thermodynamic force
is applied together with a capping force to ensure that the sudden
change in amolecule’s resolution does not generate unphysically
large forces before a local equilibration is established (i.e., avoid-
ing that a CG molecule crosses the CG/AT interface, instanta-
neously gains atomistic features, and is found in an undue over-
lap configuration with surrounding atomistic molecules). The
evaluation of observables is restricted to the AT region, that is,
molecules in the � region are excluded as this region is con-
taminated by artifacts of the coupling. This simplified approach
was tested with success in the case of both liquid water and ionic
liquids.[32] The natural question that arises is whether the basic
characteristics of molecular adaptivity, used in ref. [32], can be
further reduced, as suggested by the preliminary work of [45]. In
the following, we describe themerging of the ideas of refs. [32,45]
and discuss the horizons that such an approach opens.
Figure 1c shows the set up for the AdResS simulation with

the abrupt interface, a transition region � with atomistic reso-
lution, and the coarse-grained region containing non-interacting
particles that we refer to as tracers (TR). Thermodynamic equi-
librium is assured by a thermostat, acting on all particles in the
� and TR regions, and by the thermodynamic force F th(x). This
latter quantity is calculated in the iterative manner as explained
above, however, now we lift its restriction to the � region and
let it extend into the TR region. In fact we do not need anymore
the condition that in the CG region the potential acting on the
particles should be, for consistency, the coarse-grained poten-
tial only. Let us introduce the corresponding one-body potential:
φ(x) = − ∫ x

x0
F th(x′) · ex dx′ with x0 the position of the AT/� in-

terface. The total potential energy of the system is

Utot = UAT
tot +

∑

k∈�∪TR
φ(Xk) (2)

where UAT
tot is the total potential energy due to atomistic force

fields in the AT region and the k-sum runs over all molecules in
� and all tracers. To avoid numerical instabilities, a capping force
is employed in � for molecules which, upon just having entered
the atomistic region, experience forces that are orders of magni-
tude less probable thanwhat is typical in the AT region;equivalent
measures are found in refs. [32,45]. The capping is achieved by
simply truncating each Cartesian component of the total force
vector at a prescribed maximum value. The capping occurs only
upon insertion of atomistic molecules, that is, in the vicinity of
the border to the TR region, and, despite being a technical ar-
tifact, its repercussions on the AT region are not noticeable. In
summary, the action of the environment on each tracer depends
only on the specific position of the tracer in space, independently
from the overall tracers configuration, that is in TR ∪ � region
each tracer experiences φ(x) and the thermostat as an effective
mean field.
We have tested the proposed scheme in simulations of liq-

uid water at room conditions. The reference setup consisted of
2.7× 104 SPC/E water molecules at ambient conditions within

an elongated cuboid box of length Lx = 60 nm and cross-section
≈ (3.7 nm)2. Van der Waals and electrostatic interactions were
cut off at a distance of rc = 1.2 nm. In the corresponding AdResS
setup, the atomistic resolution is kept only in a small region
of length LAT = 3 nm (along the x-axis) expanded by transition
regions � at both ends of length L� = 1 nm. The remaining
volume TR (LTR = 55 nm) is filled with an ideal gas of tracer
particles, with each tracer representing one water molecule; the
mass density of tracers is fixed to its atomistic value, here ρ0 =
103 kgm−3. Employing the ideal gas law, we obtain a pressure
in the TR region of pTR = (ρ0/M)kBT ≈ 1, 400 bar. Thus as with
many coarse-grained models,[34,45,47,53] the pressure is orders of
magnitude larger than in the corresponding atomistic model,
here pAT = 1bar. The corresponding isothermal compressibility
κ
(TR)
T = 1/pTR exceeds that of water in the AT region by merely
a factor of 16. We have intentionally chosen a large reservoir of
tracers and a small transition region, L� 	 LTR. The idea behind
this choice is to test the computational stability of the algorithm.
In fact, in a setup with a smaller TR region and larger AT and
� regions, the extended domain with atomistic interactions is
likely to more easily stabilize the system towards the wished tar-
get, which is fully atomistic. Instead, if for a large TR region and
relatively small � and AT region, φ(x) and the thermostat can
equilibrate such a large system and lead to accurate results, then
one can be confident that the method is computationally stable.
In fact, in the setup employed in ref. [45], where a relatively small
tracer region was coupled to a large atomistic region (AT ∪ �) the
system was stabilized essentially by the fully atomistic part. In
order to remove any doubt about possible artifacts arising from
the elongated (tube-like) shape of the simulation box, we have
tested also a setup where the AT region is defined by a small
sphere embedded in a large cube filled with tracers. The obtained
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Figure 2. a,c) Mean profiles of the particle density across the entire box;
(c) shows a zoomed view of the central region. The gray band indicates the
accuracy goal of 1% deviation from the target value. b) Thermodynamic
force F th(x ) along the x -axis in the region of major interest. By construc-
tion, F th(x ) = 0 in the AT region. Symbols are actual data, and the line
shows a smooth interpolation. d) Thermodynamic potential φ(x ) corre-
sponding to the force data of (b).
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Figure 3. Comparison of thermodynamic, structural, and dynamic properties of the AT region of the present AdResS approach (red data points) with
a fully atomistic reference simulation (black). a) Mean profile of the orientation of the water dipole in the AT and � regions; the angle θ is measured
relative to the x -axis. b) Probability distribution p(N) of the particle number in the AT region (red) compared with results from the equivalent subdomain
of the fully atomistic reference (black). c) Same data as in (b), corrected for the slight discrepancy in the peak values. The blue line indicates the fit to
a Gaussian distribution. d–f) Radial distribution functions for oxygen–oxygen (d), hydrogen–hydrogen (e), and oxygen–hydrogen (f) atoms. Curves are
smooth interpolations between the data points. g–i) Dynamic autocorrelation function of the electric dipoles (g) and the center-of-mass velocity (h) of
a water molecule; the hydrogen bond correlation is shown in (i). Correlation functions have been normalized to C (0) = 1.

structural properties display the same accuracy of the original
tube-like setup. Further technical details can be found at the end.
In the following, we evaluate the new coupling scheme based

on themean density profile and various pair and auto-correlation
functions. The mean density profile ρ(x) obtained from AdResS
production runs (Figure 2a) is flat across the entire simulation
box and reproduces the equilibrium value ρ0 of the atomistic
reference simulation within 1% (Figure 2c), except very close to
the �/TR interface, where the relative deviation is 2%. These
accuracy goals were chosen by us in the equilibration run as
convergence criterion for the determination of the thermody-
namic force.
The thermodynamic force F th(x), used throughout in the pro-

duction run, is plotted in Figure 2b with the corresponding ther-
modynamic potential φ(x) shown in Figure 2d. The latter exhibits
a barrier next to the AT region and, towards the TR region, a
larger trap of depth 1.1 kBT . In addition, we obtained some fine
structure in φ(x), which is needed to achieve the small rough-
ness of the density profile ρ(x). In the AT region, F th(x) = 0 and
φ(x) = 0 by construction, and F th(x) vanishes rapidly in the TR

region, within less than the cutoff length rc . Hence, the poten-
tial φ(x) rapidly approaches a constant φTR as the distance to the
� region increases. Tracer particles that enter the atomistic re-
gion gain an energy difference of about�φ := φ(x	TR )− φ(x	AT ),
here x	T R means that the x-position of the particle is at the inter-
face, 	TR, between the TR region and the � region, and, equiv-
alently, x	AT means that the x-position of the particle is at the
interface, 	AT , of the AT region with the � region. Interestingly,
�φ compensates exactly the pressure difference between the AT
and TR region, �φ = (M/ρ0)(pTR − pAT). Due to the high pres-
sure of the TR region and making use of the ideal gas law, this
reduces to �φ ≈ (M/ρ0)pTR = kBT , that is �φ ≈ 2.5 kJmol−1 at
T = 300K. A measure for the orientation of water molecules is
given by their electric dipole. The spatial profile of the dipole ori-
entation matches that of a uniform liquid in the whole AT re-
gion, which is highly satisfactory (Figure 3a); merely boundary
effects are present towards the�/TR interface due to the absence
of molecular dipoles in the TR region, yet this is outside of the
atomistic system of interest. We conclude that the action of the
thermodynamic force is concentrated in the transition region �,
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while the thermostat in the TR and� regions is sufficient to keep
the rest of the large tracer region in equilibrium.
We checked further that the passage of molecules through the

transition region is not hindered and that there is a proper ex-
change between the AT and TR regions. Qualitatively, this is con-
firmed by coloring all molecules according to their initial region
and monitoring their diffusion as time progresses, see figures
S1 and S2, Supporting Information. As a more stringent test, we
analyzed the fluctuations of the particle number in the AT region
and compared their probability distribution p(N) with that of the
equivalent subregion in a fully atomistic reference simulation,
see Figure 3b. The peak values, NAT ≈ 1,400, differ slightly by
about 1.5% due tomarginal differences in the density (Figure 2c).
Yet, after correcting for this, both distributions neatly collapse
and approximately resemble a Gaussian distribution (Figure 3c).
Detailed structural properties in the atomistic region have

been verified in terms of the radial distribution functions gOO(r ),
gOH(r ), and gHH(r ) of oxygen and hydrogen atoms. The results
from the adaptive simulation are virtually indistinguishable from
the fully atomistic reference, see Figure 3d–f; in particular, all
maxima and minima of the curves are very well reproduced.
Eventually, we have tested the dynamics in the AT region by com-
puting the molecular dipole–dipole autocorrelation functions,
Cμμ(t), and the velocity–velocity autocorrelation function, Cvv(t),
as well as the hydrogen bond correlation function CO─H(t) (Fig-
ure 3g–i) (for the specific definitions of the aforementioned cor-
relation functions see ref. [49]). The agreement with the results
from the fully atomistic simulation is rather satisfactory.
Our results show that we have constructed a hybrid simulation

scheme that couples a small open system of atomistic resolution
with a thermodynamic bath of point particles (tracers) such that
both subsystems are in thermodynamic equilibrium. The reser-
voir is characterized by its temperature and mass density, which
can be viewed as a thermodynamicmean field the tracers are em-
bedded into while displaying their canonical fluctuations. In the
atomistic region, we have shown on the example of liquid wa-
ter that the scheme reproduces thermodynamic, structural, and
dynamic properties with high fidelity. Higher accuracy can be
achieved with finer parametrizations of the thermodynamic force
and a tighter convergence criterion for the resulting density pro-
file. In practice, the huge TR region used here on purpose can be
replaced by a much smaller volume as there are no spatial corre-
lations between the tracers.
The new method provides a stark simplification over previous

AdResS setups: i ) it avoids the smooth force interpolation in the
transition region, i i ) there is no need for double resolution of
molecules due to the absence of a coarse-grained potential, i i i )
it uses a computationally trivial reservoir. Thus, our approach
opens a perspective towards efficient non-equilibrium simula-
tions, which would benefit from the easy insertion of reservoir
particles. Further, the simple structure of the coupling suggests
extensions that satisfy additional constraints, such as momen-
tum conservation, with the ultimate goal of coupling the atom-
istic region to fluid-mechanical continuum fields.
The full atomistic system of reference consists of 27 648

SPC/E water molecules in a cuboid box of dimensions
60.00 nm× (3.72 nm)2 at temperature T = 300K, mass den-
sity ρ0 = 103 kgm−3, and pressure 1 bar. Simulations were per-
formed with GROMACS[54] 5.1.0 in the NVE ensemble with a

time step of 2 fs. The van der Waals and electrostatic interac-
tions were treated with the “switch” method and the reaction-
field method, respectively,[49] and the cutoff radius for each was
set to rc = 1.2 nm as in our previous study.[32] After equilibration,
observables were recorded from one production run over 10 ns.
The corresponding AdResS simulations were run with a mod-

ified and extended GROMACS code, with the following essential
differences to the reference setup: the elongated box is divided
along the long x-axis in one AT region (LAT = 3.0 nm), two �

regions with L� = 1 nm, and two large TR regions connected
through periodic boundaries (LTR = 55 nm in total). Thus, on av-
erage only 2,300 water molecules are treated atomistically (AT ∪
� region). For tracers entering the � region, atomistic forces
are capped at a threshold of 2, 000k J mol−1 nm−1. The stochas-
tic dynamics integrator (Langevin thermostat) was applied in the
� ∪ TR region with a relaxation time constant of 0.05 ps and a
time step of 2 fs, while in the AT region the thermostat part was
switched off. Here we have employed the simplest option of a
single thermostat acting on � ∪ TR, however the option of ther-
mostating the two regions separately may be technically more ef-
ficient (see, e.g., ref. [55]) and it will be explored in future work.
The thermodynamic force F th(x) points along the x-axis by sym-
metry and calculated from cubic splines parametrized on a uni-
form grid of spacing 0.16 nm. It is obtained iteratively during the
equilibration procedure, which is interrupted every 1 ns to read-
just F th(x); after 30 iterations, the desired flatness of the density
profile ρ(x) of 1% was achieved. The AdResS production run was
then performed with the converged thermodynamic force for a
duration of 10 ns.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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